
Resume
APDL can generate resumes for you in several different formats.





Go to Settings >   to configure the resume data you would like to be included. Alternatively, you can tap the Setup and Edit Resume row on the Resume Rep
 page.orts

Note

APDL includes hint text in the resume settings area to guide you on what kind of information and where to enter it for proper formatting. If you 
do not wish to use all of the fields provided make sure to review all settings areas and delete the unused hint text, otherwise it will show up in 
your resume.

https://docs.nc-software.com/display/APDLDOCS/Resume+Settings
https://docs.nc-software.com/display/APDLDOCS/Reports
https://docs.nc-software.com/display/APDLDOCS/Reports


QR Code
As pilots, we are constantly accumulating more hours. This means that any resume you create and distribute to potential employers is quickly outdated if 
you are actively flying. We always want to "advertise" ourselves in the very best way possible to maximize our chances of being hired and furthering our 
careers. This is usually directly tied to the number of hours you have accumulated when a member of a hiring team reviews your resume. This means in 
order to give a hiring team the most accurate indication of your experience, you must continually update your resumes and resubmit them. APDL offers a 
modern technology solution to improve this process.

Each APDL resume is generated remotely by APDL.net. Since APDL stores all your data in the cloud, this allows your resume to be viewed not only within 
the APDL app, but also with any web browser at APDL.net. A QR code and unique url are included on each APDL generated resume which takes the 
viewer directly to APDL.net to view your resume. This provides a unique capability which allows anyone viewing your resume to see the most updated 
information available about you, at any given time, even weeks and months after you have shared the resume with them. This is because the resume 
viewed on APDL.net is generated live each and every time someone navigates to that page with your custom url or QR code. This means that even if 
someone has a paper copy of your resume printed months in the past, they are able to quickly get a real time update to that resume without the need for 
you to resubmit a new resume manually.

Sharing
Tap the share button at the top right of the screen for resume sharing options.
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